Day Night Cycle Craft

1. Trace template onto one plate, be sure to mark center hole.

2. Mark only centre on second plate.

3. Cut out template from first plate.

4. Draw sun on top of second plate and moon and stars on bottom.

5. Colour daytime sky around sun (covering half the plate).

6. Draw Night time sky around moon (covering the other half of the plate).

7. Draw a house, or a park, etc on first plate, using the cut out side as the top.

8. Tape a half popsicle stick to the back of each plate.

9. Put the first plate (house) in front of the second plate (sun and moon).

10. Put a paper fastener through the center of both plates and separate the back pieces to hold the plates in place.

11. Use the popsicle sticks to hold the front plate in place and rotate the back plate around.